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n Macedonia, the Orthodox Christian religion adheres to the Julian calendar, instead of the Gregorian calendar. That’s
why Macedonians celebrate the
Christmas holidays two weeks
later than other Christians. January, not December, is the
month of many festivities,
Saints’ days, and religious celebrations. Since January is also a
month of many folklore traditions dating back from the
pagan times, the celebrations,
coinciding on the same dates
mix the different rituals, and
symbolism.
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The celebration of Christmas
Eve is the most widely celebrated festivity in the last 20
years in Macedonia. It affects
both rural and urban areas. The
primary celebration has a religious meaning. The uncertainty
of Christ’s birth makes this day
very special and a bit mournful
for Christians. So they adhere
to a strict fast. The table is full
of plain food, avoiding meat
and animal products.
But at the same time, some
pagan symbolism enters. People
called Badnikari (celebrators of
Badnik, Christmas Eve) burn
huge fires and oak tree branches

are cut and carried home to protect the family and to bring
good luck. Throughout the
cities, there are many fires
burning at buildings or in small
squares. People come out, drink
warm rakija and eat meatless
specialties. Sometimes the
event is even enhanced with
fireworks. The whole festivity
is organized by a godfather who
is randomly chosen. Special
bread is baked with a coin inside. Then the bread is broken
by hand and divided among all
the participants. The person
whose portion contains the coin
is believed to have special luck
throughout the year and has to
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repay his good fortune by organizing the next event. Some
Macedonian celebrities, such as
the singer Jakov Drenkvoski,
have even established their own
traditions. Drenkovski has inaugurated his traditional bathing
in the Treska River.
The symbolism of fire can be
seen as a reference to the sun
since in winter daylight is
shorter than the night and the
sun means life.
In some regions, children jump
across the fire believing that it
will bring good health. Next
morning, the children wear
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masks and go door-to-door to
declare Jesus Christ’s birth.
Ironically, the songs they sing
are pagan ritual verses supporting the pagan belief that they
bring good harvest, fertility,
luck and good health.
Although these beliefs and
practices are not recognized by
the Church, very often the local
priest attends the fire rituals to
bless the event and the godfather. In modern times, these
events often carry more social
significance than religious symbolism.
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